Haystacks are a fitting symbol of the diversity that exists in the Adventist Church. We are all so different—we have assorted talents, perspectives, struggles, and triumphs. And we mingle together in different combinations according to geographic location, preferences in worship style, and even age range. Andy Nash explores our common issues in his new book *The Haystacks Church*. 
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*The Haystacks Church*

Subscribe to the *Adventist Review* and connect to the

The time is now to reach the cities with the gospel! Learn an effective, tried-and-

Discover the power available to every person. Be re-
grapple with collectively. Male or female, young or old, vegan or omnivore, we’re in it together—haystacks.

most respected source of news and information among Seventh-day Adventists. Limited time discount on all subscriptions.

created from the inside out. Welcome to your transformed life.

Study Guide also available for individuals or small groups.

Creation Health
The Florida Hospital has released a series of books on how to live a healthier, happier life.

Deal of the Month
The Waiting Heart is still on sale for the entire month of May. Take advantage of this discount while quantities last!